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INVERTED CASTERS

PRIORITY ™ models feature a white nylon wheel with a sealed precision bearing. The swivel
section features a sealed precision bearing for easier swivel action. PRIORITY ECONOMY™
with black polypropylene wheels give dependability on a budget.
STANDARD FEATURES & BENEFITS
Swivel Section - Sealed precision ball bearings in swivel section and
wheel on Priority models Ball Bearing - Semi-precision unsealed ball
bearings on Economy models Construction - 1/8” formed steel construction Thread Guards - White nylon thread guards for Priority
models (Black polypropylene thread guards for Priority Economy models) Wheel - Shock resistant wheels Finish- Zinc plated finish
SELECT OPTIONS
Nylon Glass Filled Toe Guard Easily installed in the field. Toe
guards fit all air cargo casters except integral toe guard models and
are rated at 300 lbs (see photo below).
SELECT APPLICATIONS
Cargo Conveyor Equipment
capacity to 450 lbs

13.50

3/8” Plate Bolt Holes (Center holes)

5/16” Plate Bolt Holes ( Corner holes)
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PRIORITY PREMIER™ models are built with both the wheel and swivel section having sealed
precision ball bearings for longer life and smoother operation even under harsh conditions.
STANDARD FEATURES & BENEFITS
Swivel Section - Sealed precision ball bearing in swivel section
Wheel Bearing - Sealed precision ball bearings in wheel
Construction - 1/8” formed steel construction Seal - Additional
O-ring seal in swivel section prevents contamination Wheel Shock resistant premium nylon wheels Finish- Zinc plated finish
on diamond plate models; yellow dichromate finish on rectangular
plate models Thread Guards - Metal thread guards
SELECT OPTIONS
Integral Toe Guard Optional integral toe guard on 2.25” models
(See chart below)
Nylon Glass Filled Toe Guard Easily installed in the field. Toe
guards fit all air cargo casters except integral toe guard models
and are rated at 300 lbs (see photo below).
SELECT APPLICATIONS
Cargo Conveyor Equipment

3/8” Plate Bolt Holes (Center holes)

5/16” Plate Bolt Holes (Corner holes)

13.51

